
Why we love your home and neighbourhood – from the siblings 
 
 
We didn't really know it when growing up, yet it turns out the old west end is a 
very desirable location in Peterborough. 
 
399 Walton St. is in a neighbourhood where lifelong friendships are made.  The 
house is a surrounded by large, architecturally interesting homes.  The backyard is 
very private as there is no house directly behind the house.  399 Walton is within 
walking distance to schools, PRHC, public tennis courts, Jackson Park, churches, 
downtown shops, services, and restaurants.  Within biking distance are - farmers 
markets, local music, artisans, events, Little Lake, and the lift locks.  
 
 
 
I enjoyed the neighborhood growing up as a quiet neighborhood where we could 
ride our bikes and play hide and seek without any worry. The streetlights coming 
on was our signal that we were expected to come home. 
 
As teenagers we wandered further away from the neighbourhood although we 
took the neighborhood with us whether we were riding our bikes to Lakefield on 
the river road or to the variety store on Charlotte and park for candy, or French 
fries in the diner area of the store. 
 
As young family's returning home we would often roll into town just in time to hit 
the farmers market where we could buy produce from mom and dad’s favorite 
vendors, before arriving at mom and dads for the weekend. There was always 
room for the 4 children’s spouses and 14 grandchildren. 
 
After mom passed the neighborhood was very supportive of dad. Keeping an eye 
out for him, doing groceries of bringing over a bowl of soup. Dad would sit on the 
front porch and greet those walking by and would be greeted back with kindness.  
 
 
- Beautiful, old houses, big lots, mature trees 
- Walking distance to downtown and coffee shops  
- Friendly neighbors, lots of young families 


